
Philosophy of 
Remapping Conway Lake Bathymetry

One can either think of it as mapping the thickness of the water column 
or mapping the topography of the Lake bottom.

Most boaters on the lake are only concerned with those areas where 
the bottom intersects the lake surface.  The Invasive Species Patrol 
wants to know the limit of aquatic plant growth (the 15’ depth contour). 
People who fish on the lake are interested in water depth and bottom 
topography. 

Why remap?   Because the current maps from the state are simply 
incorrect in many places.   

Don Yurewicz, April 2022



Existing Conway Lake Bathymetry Map
Existing Map

• The water depth information previously shown on our maps 
was generated by the NH Department of Environmental 
Services and downloaded from the UNH Granit Digital 
Database (www.granit.unh.edu).

• Depth data were acquired by DES using a GARMIN GPSMAP 
168 sounder. Waypoints with recorded depth  and location 
(latitude/longitude) were downloaded using Garmin 
MapSource software and converted to text. The points were 
then imported into ArcGIS mapping software and converted 
into a depth raster that was in turn used to create depth 
contours.   Unfortunately, there is no record of the location 
and spacing of sonar transects used to acquire the data. 

• This dataset was created by the DES to calculate lake volume 
for lake trophic classification and to provide lake stake holders 
with bathymetric maps.  The maps were not intended for 
navigation purposes.

Why Remap?

• Overall the existing map is not bad.  It shows the overall shape 
of the basin with a deep center and shallow margins, and the 
maximum depth is correct.   But, the map greatly simplifies 
bottom topography along the flanks of the lake and shows 
large areas less than 5’ deep where it is obviously deeper. 

• The 15’ depth contour is used to mark the limit of the littoral 
zone where invasive plants could occur if introduced into the 
lake.  It was clear that the present map misrepresents the 
extent of the littoral zone and remapping was useful to better 
delineate areas for the AIS Patrol to cover. 



Sonar Re-Mapping of Conway Lake Bathymetry

• Utilized “Deeper” sonar device 
attached to my boat and kayak to 
collect depth and lat/long data along 
with a visual recording of the bottom 
topography.

• Device attaches to a flexible arm with 
a swivel attachment for the sonar 
device – this allows it to bob up and 
down and to stay at the surface as 
the boat moves slowly through the 
water (used lowest possible forward 
speed).

• Connects via Wi-Fi to mobile phone –
displays the track, and depth profile 
with vegetation.  Creates a dataset of 
time, depth, and latitude/longitude.

• Over 70 transects were made over  
course of summer, most oriented 
perpendicular to the axis of the lake 
and spaced ~ 200-600 ft apart.  In 
addition, depth soundings were 
made with a weighted fiberglass tape 
to verify depth at selected spots.

• Depth and location data were 
downloaded into spreadsheets and 
then loaded into  GIS mapping 
software (ESRI ArcMap)

• Depth data were hand contoured in 
ArcMap and then converted to a grid.

• Submerged boulders/rocks were 
mapped from satellite images

• Additional data will be collected in 
2022 to finalize the map.

2021 Sonar Transects 
White dots are individual readings along multiple transects spaced
200-600’ apart. Depth was also recorded with a weighted fiberglass
tape measure to verify depth readings (red dots).

Process
Deeper Sonar and Fish Finder
• About size of tennis ball.
• 6” depth resolution.
• Connects to phone via built in 

Wi-Fi.
• Records location and depth.
• Can view depth transect on 

computer and phone app.

Tools

Accessory mount for Deeper with swivel clamp that adjusts by 
up to 8in while mounted - allows Deeper  to remain on the 
surface ensuring constant connectivity with smartphone.

Connects to cell phone and displays map transect and depth 
profile.



• The existing map oversimplifies bottom topography 
and greatly over extends the area of shallow water. 
E.g. - note differences in the extent of the littoral 
zone (depths less than 15’  - red depth contour line 
on the map).  The outer limit of the littoral zone 
defines the extent of aquatic plant growth and 
hence the areas that need to be patrolled for 
invasive species. That area is now more accurately 
defined and is much narrower than shown in the 
previous map.  Total area of littoral zone has 
decreased by roughly 50%.

• Increases total lake volume by approximately 30%

• Sonar profiles and depth data show that the axis of 
the lake is characterized by a gently sloping and 
smooth bottom – probably the result of glacial 
scouring.  The margins of the lake, however,  are 
marked by numerous submerged knolls, some of 
which break the surface, or are shallow enough to 
be boating hazards. Some of these extend as linear 
ridges towards the lake center.  Lake margins vary  
from gentle slopes (e.g. the north end of the lake), 
to steep cliff-like escarpments (good spots for 
fishing?), to terraced margins.

• Deepest measured point in the lake is still 49’ 
directly east of Andrews Point.  There is a spot 
nearly as deep (48’) ENE of Ship Island.

• Mapping in the Channel has defined the meandering 
deeper channel of Mill Brook as it exited the pre-
dam lake.  There also appears to be an older pre-
dam channel running through Pennacook Cove.

• Submerged fan-shaped sediment accumulations 
extend into the lake from Clark/Laughing Brooks, 
Greely/Birch Brooks, and Wiley Brook and consist of 
sediment washed into the lake from their 
catchments.   The shallow sandy bottom along the 
north shore could have been sourced from North 
Brook and redistributed along the shore by wind-
induced waves.

• No submerged cars seen on sonar but still looking.
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Lake-Margin Submerged Highs 
South Side of Club Cove
• Isolated topographic highs sittings on the flank of the lake.

• Relatively steep sides with flat top.

• Similar high on the north side of Club Cove that is marked with a buoy.

• Also note sediment wedge extending into the basin and sourced by 
outflow of Clark Brook and Laughing Brook.
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• Paleo channel 10-17’ deep meanders through The Channel –
was the channel of Mill Brook where it exited Walkers Pond 
prior to construction of the dam on Mill St.

• Water depths outside of this pre-existing channel are 
typically 6-10’ but as shallow as 1’.

• Outside bends in the paleo channel have an asymmetric cut 
and fill morphology typical of meandering streams/rivers.

Transect: 10/01/2021  3:10 pm
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Existing Remapped 2021

Sonar Mapping of Conway Lake Bathymetry – North End

Red depth contour = 15’   Approximate limit of littoral zone

Series of knolls along 
the western and 

eastern flanks of the 
lake

Former Snow Brook 
stream channel 

meanders through 
The Channel

• Note reduced extent of the littoral zone and  identification of numerous submerged topographic highs along the eastern and western flanks of 
the lake.

• Note submerged knolls sitting off of Loon Island, Walker Island, Fisher Point, and the south side of the Thorne Islands. 
• Well defined deeper channel within The Channel is probably the stream channel of Snow Brook as it exited the lake before lake levels rose with 

the addition of the dam along Mill St.
• Rocks/Boulders have been mapped.



Existing Remapped 2021

Sonar Mapping of Conway Lake Bathymetry

Red depth contour = 15’   Approximate limit of littoral zone.

• Note fan of sediment in Club Cove extending into the lake from Clark and Laughing Brooks.  Small fan also extends into the lake from Wiley 
Brook.  All streams entering the lake are depositing sediment to differing degrees and gradually shallowing portions of  the lake.

• Better definition of steep lake margins on east and west flanks of the lake.
• Several topographic highs along the lake margin adjacent to Loon Island and off of Club Cove
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Existing Remapped 2021

Sonar Mapping of Conway Lake Bathymetry – South End of Lake

Red depth contour = 15’   Approximate limit of littoral zone.

• Better definition of the lake floor topography in South Cove.
• South Cove is characterized by a deep center (>25’) interrupted by numerous topographic highs.  
• Defined extent of the littoral zone is significantly reduced.
• Shallow floor of Greeley and Smith Coves likely due to sediment influx from Snow Brook, Birch Brook, and Greeley Brook.  

Deep center ~ 25’ with 
numerous isolated highs

Sediment fill from 
Greeley, Birch and 

Snow Brooks
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Sonar Depth Profiles
• Sonar depth profiles  look different depending on 

sonar device and speed of boat.

• Horizontal axis is time and depends on the speed of 
the boat – higher speeds mean compressed a 
horizontal scale.

• Note difference in bottom profile from the same 
feature recorded on two different sonar devices at 
different boat speeds.  The profile from the Deeper 
Sonar Profile (recorded a minimum boat speed) is a 
more realistic portrayal.
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Lake Basin

47’

Transect: 10/04/2021  12:53 pm

• Typically very smooth and gently 
sloping.

• Maximum depth recorded is 49’ due 
east of Andrews Point – slightly 
north of this transect.
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North Shore

• Gentle slope into basin. Very low gradient 
to 15’ then a steeper slope into the deeper 
lake basin.

• Littoral zone (<15’) is characterized by a 
sandy bottom and sparse aquatic plant 
growth.

• Shallow bottom is swept by northerly 
wind-induced waves.
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Steep Lake Margins 
Gerson Island Example

• Very steep margin along the north side of Gerson Island 
and a smooth flat bottom in the channel connecting to 
Dolloff Cove.  The existing map from DES shows the 
depth in this channel to be less than 5’, but data 
collected for this project show that it is typically 
between 20’-25’ deep.

• Steep lake margins noted along many parts of the lake 
with 20’ water depths a stone’s throw from the shore.
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Lake-Margin Isolated Highs
Loon Island Ridge

Transect: 09/14/2021  11:06 am
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• An elongate steep-sided submerged ridge extends 
from Loon Island eastward into the lake.  

• Similar to Maidens of the Mist – Gull Rock ridge on 
the east side of the lake.
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Lake-Margin Submerged Highs
Thorne Islands Submerged Knoll

• Isolated topographic high NW of Bug 
Island marked with a spar buoy.

• Apex is periodically emergent.

• Steep smooth eastern flank – gentler 
irregular slope into lake center.
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Lake-Margin Submerged Highs
Nokomis Island Extension

Narrow submerged ridge extends westward from 
Nokomis Island towards the lake center .
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Transect: 09/14/2021  11:06 am
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Lake-Margin Submerged Highs 
South-Side of Thorn Islands

• High is marked by a spar buoy and is a boating hazard at 
its shallowest point.

• The portion of the high less than 10’ deep is relatively 
flat and the eastern and southern margins are steep .

• Was emergent and part of the Thorne Island group 
when the lake level was lower (pre-dam).
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Lake-Margin Highs
Gull Rock - Maidens of the Mist

• Linear ridge extending basinward from Marble 
Island and Gull Rock

• Toes out in water depths of approximately 30’

• This ridge also splays out to the SW (cross-
section B-B’)

Transect: 09/19/2021  11:36 am
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Lake-Margin High
Entrance to South Cove

• High is marked with a black spar buoy.

• A serious boating hazard when lake levels are low.

• Top of the high is covered with boulders.
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South Cove Cross-Section

Transect: 10/05/2021  10:26 am
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• Very shallow with evidence of a stream channel that entered the lake at pre-
dam lake level.

• Extensive submerged aquatic plant growth.

Transect: 09/23/2021  10:36 am
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2022 Plans

• Acquire additional depth data.

o Sonar – change to a tethered depth finder and transducer for 
more consistent recordings.

o Add additional measurements with a weighted tape across the 
lake to calibrate collected sonar data and resolve areas of 
conflicting data.

• Have identified 23 areas in the lake to collect additional data 
based on incomplete or conflicting data collected in 2021.  Many 
of these were over isolated submerged highs where Deeper had 
trouble collecting and transmitting data.

• Integrate the new data in GIS and finalize depth contours and 
convert contours to a depth grid.

Areas targeted for additional data in 2022



Conflicting Data
Same transect intersecting from different directions – 13’ difference at point of intersection.  Trusted the 24’ depth over the 11’ depth.  
Consistent depths on the E-W part of the transect while there is a steep depth gradient in the N-S direction.  Deeper seems to do a 
poor job of recording depths where there are steep bottom slopes.
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Transect: 10/14/2021  10:06 am

Data Skips
Gaps in recording depth and location.

Tape Measured Depth  14’
Sonar Recorded Depth 24’

Lag in Depth Recordings
Kept recording deeper depths as boat moved into shallower water – either a problem with GPS location or measuring depth 

where there are sharp depth gradients.
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